
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cumwhinton School Curriculum – Art Y1 AUT 
Year 
1 

NC 
content 

Key stage 1 Pupils should be taught:  
• to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products  
• to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination  
• to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space about the work of a range of artists, craft makers 

and designers, describing the differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, and making links to their own work. 

Year 
1 

NC 
Content 
Breakdown  

Drawing 

Pupils develop their ability to use and apply the formal elements by increasing their control of line & using simple 2D geometric shapes when drawing. They explore the 
concept of light & dark, learning how to create both values and controlling them to make tones. They practice shading tones neatly & accurately. Pupils learn how to 
control the pressure of their drawing materials. 

Painting 

They know different types of paint and the properties of each such as poster paint, powdered paint, and block paint. Develop skills in measuring and mixing paint, they 
blend colours in palettes and on the paper and develop ability in applying paint skilfully. Paint on 3D surfaces such as models and textures using thicker paints taking care 
to ensure a good standard of finish. 

Sculpture 

Pupils cut, form, tear, join and shape a range of materials (such as modelling clay, card, plastic, wire, found and natural) to create Forms to make things they have 
designed, invented, or seen. 

Study famous works of a c & d, learning how and when they were made. They describe the content and the feelings & emotions conveyed by the work. Learn the meaning 
of the words colour, line, tone, shapes, textures and patterns and begin using them in their art. Recognise when they are using formal elements and describe how they are 
using them. 

This may be coming up with an idea linked to a theme or topic they are studying. 

Drawing events and things that have happened to them, things they know and love or imagining far away, imagined places. 

Has opportunities to make creative decisions about the content of their work, select appropriate media to work with and making choices about outcomes.  

Develop skills in orally describing their thoughts, ideas and intentions about their work. They form opinions about the process of their work saying what went well & how 
they might improve it. 

Compare their art to appropriate works of art recognising what is the same and what is different. 



Art and Design 
Technical Proficiency – Understanding and Applying knowledge – Creativity – Personal Development 

Art and Design across Year 1 
 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMMER 

Technical 
Proficiency 

Drawing 
Pupils develop their ability to use and apply the formal 
elements by increasing their control of line & using 
simple 2D geometric shapes when drawing. They 
explore the concept of light & dark, learning how to 
create both values and controlling them to make tones. 
They practice shading tones neatly & accurately. Pupils 
learn how to control the pressure of their drawing 
materials. 

Painting 
They know different types of paint and the properties of 
each such as poster paint, powdered paint, and block paint. 
Develop skills in measuring and mixing paint, they blend 
colours in palettes and on the paper and develop ability in 
applying paint skilfully. 

 

Sculpture 
Pupils cut, form, tear, join and shape a range of materials 
(such as modelling clay, card, plastic, wire, found and natural) 
to create Forms to make things they have designed, invented, 
or seen. 

Paint on 3D surfaces such as models and textures using 
thicker paints taking care to ensure a good standard of finish  

 

Understanding 
and Applying 
knowledge 

Study famous works of a c & d, learning how and when 
they were made. They describe the content and the 
feelings & emotions conveyed by the work. 

Learn the meaning of the words colour, line, tone, 
shapes, textures and patterns and begin using them in 
their art. Recognise when they are using formal 
elements and describe how they are using them.   

Study famous works of a c & d, learning how and when they 
were made. They describe the content and the feelings & 
emotions conveyed by the work. 

 

Study famous works of a c & d, learning how and when they 
were made. They describe the content and the feelings & 
emotions conveyed by the work. 

 

Creativity This may be coming up with an idea linked to a theme 
or topic they are studying. 

Drawing and things that have happened to them, things 
they know and love, or imagining far away, imagined 
places 

This may be coming up with an idea linked to a theme or 
topic they are studying. 

Drawing and things that have happened to them, things 
they know and love, or imagining far away, imagined places 

 This may be coming up with an idea linked to a theme or 
topic they are studying. 

Drawing and things that have happened to them, things they 
know and love, or imagining far away, imagined places 

Personal 
Development 

 
Compare their art to appropriate works of art 
recognising what is the same and what is different 

 Has opportunities to make creative decisions about the 
content of their work, select appropriate media to work 
with and making choices about outcomes. Compare their art 
to appropriate works of art recognising what is the same 
and what is different. 

Compare their art to appropriate works of art recognising 
what is the same and what is different. 

Has opportunities to make creative decisions about the 
content of their work, select appropriate media to work with 
and making choices about outcomes.  

 
 
 
 

CONCEPTUAL SCHOOL AMBITION DRIVERS 
 
 
 

 EYFS & KS1 LKS2 UKS2 
AUT Diversity Fairness Individuality 
SPR Truth Change Resilience 
SUM Responsibility Equality Sustainability 



 

Art and Design– AUTUMN YEAR 1 
HUMANITY - DIVERSITY 

Technical Proficiency – Understanding and Applying knowledge – Creativity – Personal Development 
 NC  CUMWHINTON CURRICULUM 
Finding out 
(Facts & 
knowledge) 

Study famous works of art, learning how and when they 
were made. They describe the content and the feelings & 
emotions conveyed by the work. 

Learn the meaning of the words colour, line, tone, shapes, 
textures and patterns and begin using them in their art. 
Recognise when they are using formal elements and 
describe how they are using them.  

Who is Miro and Mondrian 
What is there style of art? What is the same and different? 
Do you like it? Why? Which do you prefer?  
Are they from the same place, what inspired the?  
Vocab – Thick, thin, straight, wavy, long, short,  
 
Vocab – Thick, thin, straight, wavy, long, short,  geometric shapes to create forms 
Skill – lighter, darker with controlled pressure. Shade neatly without spaces and gaps 
Draw – detail, texture and pattern  
These skill to be identified in Finding out and used in applying and analysing  

Using 
(Applying & 
analysing) 

Pupils develop their ability to use and apply the formal 
elements by increasing their control of line & using simple 
2D geometric shapes when drawing. They explore the 
concept of light & dark, learning how to create both values 
and controlling them to make tones. They practice shading 
tones neatly & accurately. Pupils learn how to control the 
pressure of their drawing materials. 

This may be coming up with an idea linked to a theme or 
topic they are studying. 
Drawing and things that have happened to them, things 
they know and love, or imagining far away, imagined places 

Pencil skills, look at different thickness. Control of line, straight and wavy lines, pattern 
Different tools to draw with, what effect does this have on you work 
Creating art with a mix of lines, thickness of lines. The importance of space in a picture. Use of 
block colour.  
 

Concluding 
(Evaluating & 
summarising) 

Compare their art to appropriate works of art recognising 
what is the same and what is different 

Compare our work to that of Mondrian, Miro and other peers.  
What do we like, dislike? Is it ok for our pictures to be different? 
How can we improve our work? Has this inspired us to do more drawing?  

 


